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perience correlate with subsequent choices offers
strong evidence for the existence of intrinsic preferences. Although it is not clear how malleable
these preferences are, their existence may have
health implications for the way in which individuals deal with events that are known to be
unpleasant—for example, going to the doctor for
painful procedures. The neurobiological mechanisms governing dreading behavior may hold
clues for both better pain management and
improvements in public health.
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Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) are part of an environment-independent spatial
coordinate system. To determine how information about location, direction, and distance is
integrated in the grid-cell network, we recorded from each principal cell layer of MEC in rats that
explored two-dimensional environments. Whereas layer II was predominated by grid cells, grid cells
colocalized with head-direction cells and conjunctive grid  head-direction cells in the deeper
layers. All cell types were modulated by running speed. The conjunction of positional, directional,
and translational information in a single MEC cell type may enable grid coordinates to be updated
during self-motion–based navigation.
he MEC is the hub of a widespread brain
network for spatial navigation (1–11).
Layer II of the MEC contains a twodimensional (2D), ensemble-encoded metric
map of relative spatial location (6–8) that is
independent of the specific environment and
the external sensory cues (7, 11). The elements
of the map are Bgrid[ cells, which fire whenever the animal_s position coincides with the
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vertices of a periodic triangular grid spanning the complete surface of the environment, with different cells having different
firing coordinates on the unit grid (7, 12).
The regular structure of the grid field, and the
environmentally invariant relationships
among simultaneously recorded grid fields
(13), implicates the grid cell as part of a
universal, path-integration–based spatial metric, but its interaction with other cell types in
MEC is not understood. To investigate the
integration of metric spatial information in the
multilayered entorhinal network (10, 14, 15),
we compared the activity of cell populations in
its four principal cell layers while rats were
running in a 2D environment (16). Recordings
were made from the most dorsal 23% of MEC
in 17 rats (Fig. 1).
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Grid cells with tessellating firing fields (7)
were observed in all principal cell layers (Fig.
1, A and B). To compare their prevalence, we
estimated the periodicity of the rate map of
each cell by computing a 2D autocorrelation
matrix for the rate distribution (Fig. 1C, left),
rotating the autocorrelation map in steps of 6-,
and calculating the correlation between each
rotated map and the original. Grid structure was
apparent as a sinusoidal modulation of this
correlation, with peaks recurring at multiples of
60- (Fig. 1C, right, and fig. S1) (12). The degree of Bgridness[ was expressed as the difference between the correlations at the expected
peaks (60- and 120-) and the expected troughs
(30-, 90-, and 150-) of the function. The proportion of cells with a sinusoidal modulation
was layer-dependent (Fig. 1D and table S1).
Whereas most well-separated layer II cells had
strongly periodic firing fields, only a smaller
proportion of the deeper neurons had such characteristics; however, the range of Bgridness[
among those cells was not different from that of
the layer II cells.
To compare the geometric structure of grids
in different layers, we defined grid cells as the
subset of cells that had higher correlations at
60- and 120- of rotation than at 30-, 90-, and
150- (gridness 9 0) (16). All 203 neurons that
passed this criterion had stable periodic firing
patterns both within and between trials (figs. S1
and S2). Irrespective of layer, the scale of the
grid in these cells increased by a factor of 1.5 to
2 from the dorsalmost to the ventralmost recording location, such that cells near the postrhinal
border had the densest spacing (È35 to 40 cm)
and the smallest firing fields (È500 cm2) (fig.
S3). The correlations between distance from the
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postrhinal border on the one hand and spacing
and field size on the other were significant in
all layers (spacing, 0.46 e r e 0.94; field size,
0.44 e r e 0.94; all, P G 0.005) (17). In all
layers, the phase of the grid was distributed,
i.e., the vertices of most nearby grid cells were
offset relative to each other, but the orientation
of the grids was consistent across all simultaneously recorded cells.
Beneath layer II, grid cells were colocalized
with head-direction cells whose general properties were similar to those of head-direction cells
in other brain areas (18–21) (Fig. 2). In these
neurons, firing increased from a low background rate (typically G 0.5 Hz) to a high max-

imum rate (5 to 40 Hz) whenever the rat_s head
faced a certain range of directions (Fig. 2D, fig.
S4, and table S1). The preferred firing direction
varied among cells. The degree of directional
tuning was quantified for each cell by comparing the distribution of the rat_s orientation at the
time of firing with the distribution of orientations across the entire trial, using Watson_s U2
test statistic (20). When these distributions differed significantly and the directional bias was
significantly correlated across blocks of the
trial, the cell was classified as a head-direction
cell. No head-direction cells were found in
layer II (Fig. 2E). In contrast, a large proportion
of the cells in layers III to VI had directional
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Fig. 1. Grid cells exist in all
principal cell layers of MEC. (A)
Sagittal Nissl-stained sections
showing recording locations
(red dots) in layers II, III, V,
and VI. Red lines indicate dorsal
and ventral borders of MEC. (B)
Firing fields of representative
grid cells from each recording
location in (A) (one cell from
each layer). Left, trajectory
(black) with superimposed spike
locations (red dots); right, colorcoded rate map with the peak rate indicated. Red is maximum, dark blue is zero. Pixels not covered are white. Spike activity was recorded during two trials of
running in a square box (10 min each, 10 min interval). (C) Periodic firing structure of the grid cells shown in (B). Left, autocorrelation matrix for the rate
map. The color scale is from blue (r 0 –1) through green (r 0 0) to red (r 0 1). The distance scale of the autocorrelogram is the same as for the rate
map; only the central part of the autocorrelogram is shown. Right, periodicity of the autocorrelation matrix. We rotated the autocorrelation map in
steps of 6- and computed the correlation between each rotated map and the original. Correlations are 1 at 180- because of the mirror symmetry of the
autocorrelation matrix. (D) Frequency distribution of gridness for all cells recorded in all cell layers of the MEC. (E) Ventral-posterior view of a whole
rat brain, indicating the position of the reconstructed region in (F). The orientation of the brain in (E) and (F) is similar. (F) Three-dimensional
reconstruction of the posterolateral surface of one hemisphere showing the complete range of recording locations in all 17 animals. For each animal,
the position and dorsoventral extent of the tetrode tract is indicated as a black ellipsoid. Note clustering of recording locations in the most
dorsomedial quarter (23%) of the MEC (dark and light green), with the majority of tetrodes positioned in the dorsal 5 to 15%. Recording locations
were clustered dorsally for the practical reason that, at deeper levels, the grid scale becomes too large for quantitative analysis given the limited size of
the apparatus. LEC, lateral entorhinal cortex; POR, postrhinal cortex; PER, perirhinal cortex; gray line, rhinal fissure (rf). Subdivisions of MEC (green)
and LEC (red) are indicated by light and dark colors.
preferences (273 of 385 cells) (Fig. 2E). The
breadth of tuning was not significantly different
between layers III, V, and VI (mean U2 values,
18.2, 25.2, and 18.3, respectively; mean angular standard deviations, 55.9-, 52.2-, and 58.2-;
P 9 0.05) (fig. S4). The entire range of head
directions was represented in all three layers
(Fig. 2F). When several head-direction cells
were recorded simultaneously in the same area,
their peak firing directions were widely distributed (Fig. 2G and fig. S5). Head-direction cells
were usually encountered together with grid
cells (fig. S6). Directional tuning curves were
always stable across trials (circular correlation,
r 0 0.84, P G 0.001).
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Grid cells and head-direction cells formed
overlapping populations. The 2D distribution
of gridness and directional tuning was continuous, such that some grid cells were directionally tuned and some head-direction cells had
grid correlates (Fig. 3, A to D, and fig. S7).
The proportion of grid cells with conjunctive
properties was layer-dependent (table S1). The
largest proportion was encountered in layers III
and V, where 66% and 90% of the grid cells
had dual response properties, respectively. In
layer VI, the proportion was 28%. No conjunctive cells were observed in layer II. Differences
between layers were significant (all four cell
layers, c(3) 0 28.4, P G 0.001; layers III to VI,
c(2) 0 6.2, P G 0.05). The degree of directional
tuning in cells that met selection criteria for
both gridness and directionality was not
significantly different from that of pure headdirection cells (mean U2 values, 18.0 and 19.4,
respectively; P 9 0.05) (Fig. 3, D and E). Cells
with different degrees of gridness and directionality always responded as a coherent
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direction. Bin sizes were 6-. Peak firing rate and peak dwell time are
indicated. Watson’s U2 values for these cells ranged from 23 to 33. (E)
Frequency distribution of head-direction tuning for all cells recorded in all
layers. Directional tuning is expressed by Watson’s U2 test statistic (19).
(F) Distribution of peak firing direction relative to a common external
reference for the entire sample of head-direction cells (all layers). (G)
Vector representation of firing direction (angle) and firing rate (length) of
7 colocalized head-direction cells in layer VI (mean vectors for each cell).
Cells from the same tetrode have the same color. There was no significant
clustering of the mean vectors in this recording (Watson’s U2 test, U2 0
0.01, critical value 0.18, n.s.) (see also fig. S5).

ensemble during environmental manipulations
such as the rotation of a polarizing cue card
(Fig. 3F and fig. S8) (22).
Cells with conjunctive grid and headdirection properties may update the representation of spatial location by integrating position
and direction information as the animal moves
around; however, translocation of the position
vector between grid cells with shifted firing
vertices may require additional information
about the animal_s instantaneous speed of movement (23–27). We thus asked whether speed was
expressed in the firing rates of any of the cells
that we recorded (Fig. 4). Because all position
points were used in this analysis, including
those outside the firing fields, the correlation
between speed and rate was generally low
(Fig. 4A). Yet, regression analyses showed a
consistent positive speed-rate relation in nearly
all grid cells (141/150 cells, P G 0.001), headdirection cells (153/220 cells, P G 0.001) and
grid  head-direction cells (45/53 cells, P G
0.001), suggesting that a substantial proportion
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of the network expressed information about
how fast the animal was moving (Fig. 4B). The
slope of the regression line was steeper for
conjunctive cells and grid cells than for headdirection cells EF(2,422) 0 5.5, P G 0.005;
conjunctive versus head-direction, P 0 0.009;
grid versus head-direction, P 0 0.01; conjunctive
versus grid, P 0 0.60; Tukey HSD test). The yintercept of the regression line was positive in
422 out of 423 cells (Fig. 4C). Average rates at
the lowest velocity (0 to 3 cm/s) were 2.26 T
0.03 Hz (grid cells), 2.50 T 0.02 Hz (headdirection cells) and 2.39 T 0.05 Hz (grid 
head-direction cells). Thus, grid structure and
directional tuning can be maintained during
brief stops along the rat_s trajectory. Few stops
were longer than 5 s.
These results imply that, despite the differential hippocampal and neocortical connections of superficial and deep layers of the MEC
(10, 28), all layers together operate as an integrated unit, with considerable interaction between grid cells, present in all principal cell
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Fig. 2. Head-direction cells in the MEC. (A) Sagittal Nissl-stained sections
from three rats showing recording locations in layers III, V, and VI. (B)
Trajectory with spike locations (left) and color-coded rate maps (right) for
three representative head-direction cells, one from each location in (A).
Two trials are shown. Symbols as in Fig. 1B. (C) Color-coded autocorrelation matrices (left) and periodicity of the autocorrelation (right) for the
same three cells as in (B). Note lack of periodicity. The correlation at 180reflects the mirror symmetry of the autocorrelation matrix. Symbols and
computations as in Fig. 1C. (D) Polar plots indicating strong directional
tuning of firing rate in the cells shown in (B) and (C). Left, firing rate as a
function of head direction. Right, amount of time that the rat faced each
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layers, and head-direction cells, present in
layers III to VI. Principal neurons from layer
II to layer V have apical dendrites that extend
up to the pial surface (14, 29). Layer V cells
have extensive axonal connections to the superficial layers (14, 15), and local axons of layer
II and III cells may contact the dendrites of
deeper cells (30). This implies that visuospatial
and movement-related signals from the postrhinal and retrosplenial cortices (10, 28) and
directional signals from the dorsal presubiculum
(18–20, 31–34) may activate the entire MEC
circuit even when the axonal input is specific to
one or a few layers.
The results show that the spatial map in MEC
comprises both grid cells and head-direction
cells. These cell types form a continuous population, with grid cells expressing variable degrees
of directional modulation and head-direction
cells expressing variable degrees of grid structure. Conjunctive representations among input
variables appear in many theoretical models for
neural systems that perform coordinate transformations, and similar conjunctions of head
direction and location have been observed in
some cells in the dorsal presubiculum (35).
Analogous conjunctive cells may be involved

in the computation of head-centered coordinates from retinal-location and eye-position
data (Bgain fields[) in the posterior parietal
cortex (36, 37) and in the continuous updating
of head direction cells on the basis of conjunctions between current head direction and head
angular velocity (38, 39). Our results suggest
that, as the animal moves, the position vector
may be updated through integration of position,
direction, and speed signals in the grid-cell
network (23–27). Conjunctive cells are likely to
play a critical role in this process. The conjunctive cells are located predominantly in layers III
and V, where principal neurons have extensive
axonal projections to the grid-cell population in
layer II (14, 15). The ability of superficial cells
to read out signals carried by these axons may
be critical for translating activity over the population of grid cells, i.e., between cells with a
different spatial phase, in a manner consistent
with the rat_s motion. The direction of translation
may be determined by the head-direction input;
the distance may be controlled by the speed
modulation. In essence, this mechanism would
perform path integration in the MEC network.
The integration of directional and positional
information is strongly facilitated by the inter-
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mingled localization of the grid cells and the
head-direction cells and the distributed representation of spatial phase (7) and head orientation in these cell types. Within a diameter of a
few hundred micrometers or less, the complete
range of positions and distances appears to be
represented. It remains to be determined whether the integration of position, direction, and
velocity is confined to the local circuitry, as in
the columns of the isocortex (40), or extends
across the entire entorhinal sheet of grid cells,
spanning all grid spacings.
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Fig. 3. Conjunctive representation of
position and direction. (A to D) Firing
correlates of two simultaneously recorded cells with conjunctive grid and
head-direction properties in layer III
of MEC in one rat. Two trials are
shown; note consistent discharge profile. (A) Sagittal Nissl-stained section
showing recording location in layer III
of the dorsocaudal MEC. (B) Trajectory
with spike locations (left) and colorcoded rate map (right). (C) Color-coded
spatial autocorrelation matrix (left) and
the periodicity of the matrix (right). (D)
Polar plots showing directional tuning
of firing rate (left) and distribution of
dwell time across head directions
(right). Symbols and computations as
in Fig. 2, B to D. (E) Scatterplot showing relation between gridness (Fig. 1D)
and degree of head-direction tuning
(Watson’s U2, logarithmic scale; Fig.
2E) in all cells for which head direction
was tracked. Each circle refers to one
cell. Filled circles indicate cells that
passed criteria for conjunctive firing.
Note the high proportion of conjunctive
cells in layers III and V. (F) Rate map
for a grid cell (left) and polar plot for a
head-direction cell (right) recorded
simultaneously in layer VI of MEC after
rotation of a polarizing cue card on
the wall of the circular environment
(red arc). Top and bottom, cue card in
original position. Middle panel, cue
card rotated 90-. Insets show distribution of time across head directions.
Three other head-direction cells were recorded simultaneously; all of these rotated 90- (fig. S8).
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